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Dutta said “I am delighted with this partnership that launches my planned “thought leader” career onto the world stage. I’ve met
many thought leaders in my career and my time has arrived to help move the world forward.” “I chose Atlantic Speakers Bureau
because of it’s Canadian roots and Global reach including the Founder, Mr. Allen Phillips 30+ years of experience.”
“The Atlantic Speakers Bureau is excited to welcome Tom Dutta as its newest member! Tom Dutta’s book, ‘The Way of the Quiet
Warrior’, is exactly what high level business leaders need in their hyper-competitive fields. Tom brings introspection and human
skills together in one dynamic program facilitated by an animated, experienced executive.” Allen Phillips, Founder and CEO.
Tom will be delivering what he calls “thought leader experiences” including keynotes and workshops. A business executive that
recently attended one of Tom’s leadership retreats and talks on Lessons In Leadership had this to say:
“Tom Dutta is much more than a motivational speaker for leaders. He is an inspirational and energizing leader himself who
provides the tools and insights for business leaders. He brings a lot of realism and guides leaders on a path to true happiness and
success throughout all facets of life. Through sharing his own lived experiences, he encourages leaders to explore their vulnerabilities and highlights it as a strength rather than a weakness. I recommend Tom for any leader committed to personal growth to
guide you on a path to inner exploration and unlimited happiness and success!” S. Khangura
KRE-AT® is on the move and will release it’s new TV Show Moving America Forward, hosted by William Shatner, on November 19
followed by a major book signing event November 24 at Indigo Spirit bookstore on Granville Street in Vancouver.
About Tom Dutta and KRE-AT®:
Tom Dutta is the Founder and CEO of KRE-AT®, motivational speaker, and #1 International best selling author, with over 30
years of experience. He has worked as a CEO of Canada’s most prestigious companies and has served on many industry boards.
KRE-AT® is a Leadership Development Firm focusing on growth-oriented entrepreneurs and professionals. It’s unique approach
“The Way of the Quiet Warrior™ is the world’s only integrated program that focuses on MOTIVES of its clients and providing them
a path to clarity, happiness and unlimited success.
More About KRE-AT® Services and the book: Visit www.kreat.ca/book or www.amazon.com/author/tomdutta
About the Atlantic Speakers Bureau:
Established in 1985 the Atlantic Speakers Bureau works collaboratively with the Best Speakers and Agents from around the world.
They have more than 60,000 speakers and entertainers available for subjects of all kinds.
More About the Atlantic Speakers Bureau: Visit: www.atlanticspeakersbureau.com
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